
PROFILE

As a passionate and dedicated Computer Engineer, I offer rich knowledge and experience in mobile app development,
with a focus on Flutter. Additionally, I am advancing my skills in the mobile app domain by learning Swift.

PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE

08/2022 – present AyzaSoft, (Flutter Developer)
I develop custom applications for companies using Flutter and also serve as a team leader. 
My projects are listed under the special projects section.

06/2022 – 08/2022 AyzaSoft, (Intern)
I developed the SmartBreath  application.

07/2021 – 07/2021 Gap Yenev, (Intern)
Developing a personal portfolio website using ASP.NET MVC5 and learning C#.

EDUCATION

2018 – 2022 Computer Engineering, Harran University Şanlıurfa, Turkiye

SKILLS
Flutter
SOLID / Design Patterns

Swift

PROJECTS

SmartBreath, (TUBITAK Supported, Flutter)
Integrated with smartwatch via Bluetooth, mobile app connected to Google Maps and Firebase

DALL-E Image generator, (Flutter, MVVM)
Mobile app that generates images from written sentences using Open AI Image generator API

Sync-Music, (Flutter)
Has a Spotify design and simultaneous music playback feature from two different devices

Travel App, (Flutter)
Travel mobile application

Emotion Analysis in Chat, (Flutter,Python,Flask)
A natural language processing project that shows the emotions of the other person based on the analysis of the 
message they wrote during the chat.

Object Recognition, (Flutter)
Mobile application that allows direct access to objects, fruits, and money recognition, and direct access to text in the 
image

Rock Paper Scissors (Hand Gestures), (Flutter,Tensorflow)
Uses image processing to track your hand in front of the camera and provides an interactive rock-paper-scissors game 
experience against a robot.

Personal Portfolio Website
My personal website where I introduce myself

If you want to view more of my projects, you can check out my github profile.

Kadir Güllüoğlu  Flutter Developer
kadirrgulluoglu@gmail.com +90 532 175 21 75 kadirgulluoglu

abdulkadirgulluoglu kadirgulluoglu Turkiye
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SPEACIAL PROJECT

Dental, (Flutter) [MVVM, Provider, Dio, AutoRoute, Hive]
An advanced mobile application developed specifically for dentists, featuring appointment, accounting, treatment, 
reporting, and inventory management, with 10+ screens. The treatment screen is supported by visuals, with over 5000 
treatment images available. The Appointment Screen has a Full Calendar structure.

App Store  - Play Store

ÇiftçiBilir, (Flutter) [MVVM, Provider, Dio, GoRoute, Maps, In App Purchase, Crashlytics, Web Socket, Hive]
A platform where farmers and agriculture enthusiasts can buy and sell new or used products tailored to their needs.

App Store  - Play Store

Dava Takip, (Flutter) [MVVM, Provider, Dio]
Provides all kinds of assistance to lawyers and law firms throughout the litigation process. The project is worked on the 
Agenda, Reports, Disability Calculation Modules. I regularly make error fixes and fulfill requests.

App Store  - Play Store

Tüzer Online, (Flutter) [MVVM, Provider, Dio]
An online education application where students can attend classes and solve tests. I completed the appointments, 
assignments, ask questions, and course schedule modules of the application. Generally, I make error fixes and fulfill 
requests.

App Store  - Play Store
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